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College Currency — IV
by ROBERT H. LLOYD

The Bryant & Stratton School Issues

N OT the most common college currency, but certainly
the most attractive, are the several issues of notes
issued by the Bryant & Stratton Business Colleges in

the several cities where they operated schools.
The name of the founder, H.B. Bryant, is first found in

a directory of Cleveland, Ohio, 1852-3. It seems that Buffalo,
New York was the city destined to see the growth of the
school into an intercity chain of partnerships for instruction
beginning in 1854. As many as three dozen "branches" were
operated at one time or another. Difficulty in running chains
of this type as partnerships led to a dissolution in the late
1860s. The Buffalo school survived, to branch out later into
the suburbs and Rochester, with an affiliate in Syracuse, N.Y.

Over the years the school has maintained a low profile.
A search of the files of the Buffalo and Erie County His-
torical Society provided almost no documentation prior to
1900, and then only a few catalogs of courses were found.
The Buffalo newspapers in 1954 show no mention of the
100th anniversary of the college. Incorporation took place on
February 10, 1937.

In his "Early Business College Bank Notes" published in
1942, Dr. John A. Muscalus lists 19 varieties of Bryant &
Stratton currency. This includes the schools in Philadelphia,
Providence and Toronto. The variation in the names of the
colleges indicates that local partners were taken in to facilitate
administration.

Shown in Figure 1 is a $2 note on their National College
Bank in New York City. It carries two signatures and is dated
May 22, 1865. Notice that the black bar tracing of "TWO
DOLLARS" has slipped out of place on the lithographic
stone, falling on the words "on receipt of current funds."
Other mistakes are the low placement of the counters "2" in
the upper corners. Both of these impinge on the vignettes
below.

The $50 note in Figure 2 is of the same series, and is
signed "Bryant & Stratton, Chairman" on Dec. 1, 1863. The
printer is Sage & Co., Buffalo. This firm produced quite a
few scrip issues in the Buffalo area during the Civil War. This
note is carefully traced on the lithographic stone.

A very attractive $3 note is shown in Figure 3. It is of the
same issue, but may have appeared at a later date as it has a
rose colored underprinting. The addition of color makes a
very pleasing piece of scrip. Without date or a signature, it is
a possible remainder. The two counters in the upper corners
are a bit crude, but the train is identical with that on the $50
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shown above. This series was extensive, as it has one or more
of every denomination to $1000 except $20, which may exist.

Another series of notes was inscribed differently. These
are "Bryant, Stratton & Co's" International College Bank,
New York. They were printed by Hatch & Co., Trinity Build-
ing, 111 Broadway, New York. They are more expertly de-
signed and apparently were issued after the series shown
above. Some of them carry dates into the eighteen-seventies.

Shown in Figure 4 is a TEN of this series. It must be con-
siderd as one of the most attractive pieces of college currency.
Both varieties of the $10 have similar faces, but this latter
issue has a more elaborate green underprinting showing both
"X" and "TEN". The splendid eagle is long gone from
American currency.

This apparently later issue consisted of $1-2-3-5-5-10-
10-100-500-1000. Twenties may exist, but are not reported.
These bills easily take their place with the best designs of state
bank notes of this period. No fractional notes have been cata-
logued to date.

Many college notes are scarce, and there are few genuine
reprints. Beware of modern photo-lith copies! The reason is
that few lithographic stones have been saved with their
original designs. Most stones were "stripped" of the impres-

sions, and used again with new themes. On the other hand,
copper and steel plates which produced state bank notes were
just scrap after the issue was obsolete. Some of these were
found in hands of bank note printers and were used to make
plenty of "remainders" in the last years of the 19th century.

A comprehensive collection of these college notes will
make a very pleasing display of a vanished facet of local
history.
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